
Trillium Dress Class 

 

Thanks for your interest in this class.  You may choose to make the dress or the top version, with either of the two 

necklines and with or without the cap sleeve.  The sizing does seem to run a little small (the bodice is snug), so with the 

elastic back, you might want to choose a size larger than you normally would. 

 

For pre-class preparation, I suggest that you pre-wash your fabric.  You may cut out your pattern pieces if you like, but 

it’s not necessary.  We will have time to cut in class. 

 

Please see the pattern back for the required yardage for the option you would like to make. Recommended fabrics are 

light- to medium-weight woven cotton or cotton blend fabrics such as voile, lawn, double gauze, quilting cotton, poplin, 

chambray, or rayon challis.  I do not recommend a knit fabric for this class. 

 

You will also need the following: 

½ yd. light weight interfacing – I recommend Pellon Sheer Knit Fusible Interfacing, or comparable fusible tricot in-

terfacing 

All purpose sewing thread to match your fabric 

1 spool elastic thread (I use the Dritz elastic thread, I have not tried the Gutermann) 

2 yds. Prepackaged single-fold bias tape (for sleeve binding, you may also make your own from your fashion fabric, 

or I used light-weight polyester lining fabric) 

 

Bring to class: 

Sewing machine with power cord, foot control and all purpose/zig zag presser foot 

Empty bobbins 

Fabric sheers and pattern weights 

Glass head pins or wonder clips 

Marking chalk, Frixion pen or other marking tool 

18” clear plastic ruler 

Seam ripper, thread snips 

 

Optional:  small iron & pressing mat, pressing cloth, tailor’s ham, point press & pounding block 

 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about fabric, supplies or pre-class prep. 

 

Gina 

(805) 579-1571 

kingdomsewing@gmail.com 


